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Silence has long enjoyed popularity among the researchers of all kinds of 
disciplines. Tradition research gives attempts to the extended and ultimate definition 
and to identify the meaning of silences in different situations in the society. They 
study silence occurring in the classroom, ritual or in the conversation between patients 
and doctors. Knowledge from other disciplines like sociology and psychology are 
combined. 
As the study going on, scholars pay their attention to the usage of silence in 
intercultural communication as a nonverbal behavior. Pragmatists and anthropologists 
even take silence as a standard to mark culture variety. For example, it is firmly 
claimed and believed that Eastern culture, representing by China and Japan holds a 
positive attitude towards silence and enjoys a high silence frequency in 
communication while Western culture, representing by America and European 
countries holds a negative attitude and enjoys a low silence frequency. For the latter, 
too many silences are impolite. This kind of view comes from the practice and it 
adversely strengthens people’s impression.  
With the rapid development of the society and the formation of the global village, 
the chances of culture shock and culture mix are increasing. No culture can stand 
aloof. Under such circumstances, can silence still be used to mark culture variety? 
Faced with similar question, are answers from eastern and western culture totally 
different in terms of the use of silence? Is silence frequency of Eastern culture still 
higher than Western culture? This paper seeks the answers. 
Taking forty episodes from the talk show program----Yang Lan One on One as 
database, half of which have guests from Eastern culture while the other half have 
guests from Western culture, the method of conversation analysis is employed to 
study the silence in the answers of guests. Questions from the host can be divided into 















and opinion, others. Silences appearing in the answers of guests are recorded 
according to different question type. Finally the silence frequency of two cultures in 
answering similar questions will be achieved. 
It is found that three types of silence, namely, within-turn silence, inter-turn silence 
and turn silence coexist in the interviews but with huge different frequencies. 
Within-turn silence enjoys the highest frequency. Compared the answers to questions 
on stating facts and the answers to questions on expressing, it is found that both 
cultures have higher silence frequency in answer the latter questions. Faced with the 
same type of questions, silence frequencies in two cultures’ answers are quite similar.  
As for the influencing factors, the thesis believes that, after careful analysis, the 
universality of politeness, the multi-way dodging and the globalization contribute to 
the result. 
The importance of the thesis can be described from three perspectives. First of all, 
it shows a new angel by taking silence in the cross-cultural interview as the study 
object. Secondly, solid statistics are used to support the conclusion; Lastly, the 
disparity between what people think and the conclusion indicates that linguistic study 
should go with the times. 
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